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Selective Cerebral Volume Reduction in Rett Syndrome: A Multiple-Approach MR Imaging Study

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Previous studies have examined volumetric abnormalities in Rett syndrome (RTT), using MR imaging and focusing on selective changes. However, these studies preceded the identification of MECP2 as the gene mutated in most RTT cases. We studied regional brain volume changes as noted by MR imaging in girls with RTT who had mutations in the MECP2 gene and more or less severe clinical outcomes to further characterize the neuroanatomy of RTT and its correlations with clinical severity.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Complementary semiautomated Talairach- and voxel-based approaches were used to study spoiled gradient-recalled acquisition sequence MR imaging scans from 23 girls with MECP2 mutations/RTT, including a pair of discordant monozygotic twins and 25 age-matched control girls. Both absolute and relative volumetric changes were examined to account for the well-documented global reduction in brain volume seen in RTT.

RESULTS: Absolute volumetric reductions were observed throughout the brain in RTT. Selective/relative decreases in parietal lobe gray matter, particularly in the dorsal parietal region, and mild, diffuse reductions in cortical white matter were observed in the RTT group compared with control subjects. In girls with RTT and a more severe phenotype, anterior frontal lobe volumes were relatively more reduced. Twin comparisons revealed selective preservation of the occipital cortex.

CONCLUSION: Selective reductions of dorsal parietal gray matter and preservation of the occipital cortex seem to be basic neuroanatomic features of RTT, whereas preferential reduction of the anterior frontal lobe appears to be a correlate of clinical severity in this disorder. The most affected brain regions include those that may underlie key functional deficits observed in RTT.
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Table 1: Demographic and clinical characteristics of the study cohort

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Age, Mean ± SD, y</th>
<th>Head Circumference, Mean ± SD, cm</th>
<th>Clinical Severity Scores, Mean ± SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All RTT subjects</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>8.6 ± 1.8</td>
<td>49.5 ± 2.1</td>
<td>Total: 15, Head Growth: 2.5 ± 0.8, Seizures: 1.2 ± 1.0, Respiratory Irregularities: 1.7 ± 0.8, Scoliosis: 0.7 ± 1.0, Gait Abnormalities: 1.6 ± 1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affected MZ twin</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More severe (gait criterion)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8.8 ± 1.6</td>
<td>49.3 ± 2.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less severe (gait criterion)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8.3 ± 2.1</td>
<td>49.4 ± 1.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control subjects</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>8.9 ± 1.9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note:—RTT indicates Rett syndrome; MZ, monozygotic. Age represents age at time of MR imaging scan. The maximum total clinical severity score is 15. The “more severe” group included the following mutations: R106W (n = 1), R133C (n = 3), R295X (n = 1), R270X (n = 2), R294X (n = 2), and C-terminal deletions (n = 3). The “less severe” group included the following mutations: R133C (n = 1), R188X (n = 1), R255X (n = 1), R294X (n = 4), R682C (n = 2), and G545T/D151Y (n = 1 each).

* P < .05 when comparing more severe versus less severe gait.
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cerebral or cortical measurements included in the analyses. All of the testing protocols were approved by the Johns Hopkins Medicine Institutional Review Board, and informed consent was obtained from all of the parents or legal guardians.

Talairach Data Processing and Analysis
Using coronal SPGR sequences, raw images were transferred to Macintosh workstations via network connections, and data importation and quantitation were conducted using BrainImage v2.x software. Images were then filtered using a Gaussian correction algorithm to minimize inhomogeneity, and nonbrain tissue was removed using methods standardized in previous studies. The “skull-stripped” data were resampled into cubic voxels for display in a triplanar view and to allow the placement of a Talairach parcellated grid overlaying each set of images. Three datasets representing proportional pixel maps of GM, WM, and CSF were created by implementation of a multistep semiautomated tissue segmentation algorithm and introduced into Talairach space for quantitation of region volumes. This approach has been shown to yield high levels of sensitivity and specificity for all of the lobar and sublobar brain regions and has been validated for use in pediatric study groups, including RTT. All of the measurements were performed by research assistants who were blind to the subjects’ diagnoses. Volumetric evaluations included the following CNS compartments: brain, cerebrum (cerebral cortex plus subcortical structures, with the exception of brain stem and cerebellum), brain stem, cerebellum, cerebral cortex (only cortical lobar tissues), 4 cerebral lobes, and corresponding sublobar regions.

Voxel-Based Morphometry Data Analysis
Processed images corresponding with GM, WM, and CSF pixel maps were analyzed by using Statistical Parametric Mapping software (SPM2). Before voxel-based morphometry (VBM), raw images were spatially normalized to stereotactic space by using the T1-weighted average brain template, and the resultant parameters were applied to GM, WM, and CSF maps. Spatially transformed images were subsequently resampled into 2-mm³ isometric voxels and smoothed using a Gaussian kernel of $9 \times 9 \times 9$ mm³. Between-group statistical significance was based on a combination of voxel z-scores and the spatial distribution of local maxima, after correcting for multiple comparisons across the whole brain volume using a family-wise error correction scheme. Voxel clusters that were significantly different between groups were assigned neuroanatomic correlates by using 2 Talairach atlases: the University of Minnesota’s Interactive Talairach Atlas and the University of Texas at San Antonio’s Talairach Daemon. Both atlases were used because of the possibility for small registration discrepancies to lead to different WM voxel regional assignments.

Statistical Analysis
“Absolute” differences in Talairach–derived volumes were assessed by both analyses of variance and Mann-Whitney U tests without covariates, whereas “relative” volumetric differences were assessed by analyses of covariance, including whole-brain tissue volume as a covariate. Although these data were distributed nonnormally, suggesting nonparametric tests, the latter preclude controlling for the globally reduced brain volume observed in RTT. Therefore, we also created volumetric ratios by dividing compartmental, lobar, and sublobar volumes by whole brain, cerebral, and cortical volumes to differentially examine potential relative/selective changes in smaller compartments. These ratios were analyzed by using nonparametric Mann-Whitney U tests. Analyses were conducted sequentially, beginning with large compartments and subsequently examining smaller volumes. When necessary, analyses were Bonferroni corrected for multiple comparisons, with significance defined as a postcorrection $P$ value $\leq .05$ and trends defined as $.05 \leq P < .1$. As mentioned above, GM and WM voxel intensities were analyzed by the SPM2, as in previous morphometric studies of a variety of neurologic disorders.

The above-mentioned analyses were conducted in the following comparative groups: MECP2(+) RTT subjects versus control subjects and girls with less severe versus more severe clinical presentations, using both the gait abnormality- and scoliosis-based severity criteria. In addition, we used descriptive statistics to examine brain regions in the pair of monozygotic twins with discordant clinical presentations.

Results
MECP2(+) RTT Subjects versus Control Subjects
As shown in On-line Table 1, significant reductions in whole brain tissue, as well as in the absolute volumes of cerebral, cortical, and subcortical tissue, were observed in girls with confirmed MECP2 mutations. However, these regions showed no relative volumetric reductions when controlling for whole brain tissue volume. Significant absolute reductions in whole brain GM and WM were observed, as well as absolute and relative reductions in cerebral GM and WM ($P < .1$) and cortical WM ($P < .04$). These differences were noted bilaterally. Significant absolute and relative volumetric reductions were
noted in GM of the parietal lobe (P < .05), predominantly in the left (P < .03) but not the right (P < .16) hemisphere. We also observed trend-level reductions in WM volumes in the temporal lobe in the right hemisphere (P < .1). Subpial GM reductions were observed in the left inferior parietal lobe (P < .06) and bilateral posterior dorsal parietal region (P < .001; Fig 1 and On-line Table 2).

VBM showed only differences in GM comparing RTT and control subjects. The areas of the most significant GM reduction in RTT subjects were the right cingulate and middle occipital gyri (Brodmann areas 32 and 19/39, respectively), bilateral posterior dorsal parietal lobe (Brodmann area 7), left middle frontal gyrus (Brodmann area 10), and bilateral precentral and postcentral gyri (Brodmann areas 4/6 and 5/7, respectively; Fig 1).

**Less Severe versus More Severe Clinical Presentation**

Using the gait abnormality-based criteria, girls with more and less severe clinical presentation did not differ significantly in total brain tissue volume, though less severely affected girls had significantly larger brain GM volumes, which were driven by relative sparing of frontal and temporal GM. Although parietal GM volumes were slightly larger in less affected girls, GM volumes in the occipital lobe were not significantly different from those in girls with more severe clinical outcomes (On-line Table 1). Within the frontal lobe, prefrontal GM volume was relatively larger bilaterally in girls with milder clinical severity, whereas in the temporal lobe milder clinical severity was associated with relative preservation of the anterior superior temporal gyrus GM (On-line Table 2 and Fig 2).

Using the scoliosis-based criteria, we observed smaller total brain tissue volumes in girls with greater clinical severity, which was driven by significant GM reductions in all 4 of the cerebral lobes (though to a lesser extent occipitally). In correspondence with the Talairach-based findings, uncorrected VBM results suggested greater preservation of anterior frontal and temporal GM in less severely affected RTT subjects.

**Analysis of Monozygotic Twins**

Descriptive analyses of brain volumes in the monozygotic twins relative to one another and to control subjects revealed that the unaffected twin showed total brain and lobar volumes within the range seen in control subjects. By contrast, the affected twin showed reduced volumes, particularly with respect to GM, in the whole brain and frontal, parietal, and temporal lobes. However, both twins showed occipital GM volumes analogous to those observed in control subjects (Fig 3).

**Effect of Age on Imaging Parameters**

We did not observe a significant relationship between age and volume of any brain region in RTT or control subjects, nor did we observe significant differences in age-brain relationships between girls with RTT and control subjects. Only under the scoliosis-based criteria were more severely affected girls significantly older than less affected RTT subjects. Nonetheless, volumetric findings remained significant after the introduction of age as a covariate in parametric models.

**Clinical-Imaging Correlations**

Comparing regional volumes found to be different in the aforementioned comparisons with measures of clinical severity, we observed that, in general, volumetric reductions were associated with higher total clinical severity scores. When examining specific subparietal regions, we observed that posterior dorsal parietal GM volumes were negatively correlated with total severity scores (P < .04), but not any specific clinical measure, whereas inferior parietal lobe GM volumes were negatively correlated with both total severity scores (P < .01) and severity of gait abnormalities (P < .02). Within the frontal lobe, both prefrontal and premotor GM volumes were negatively correlated with total (P < .01) and gait abnormality (P < .01) severity scores.

**Discussion**

This study used complementary MR imaging approaches to provide evidence for a selective volumetric reduction of parietal lobe GM in girls with RTT, beyond the known global decrease in brain volume. Contrary to our initial hypotheses, these reductions were localized consistently in the dorsal parietal region, regardless of mutation or clinical severity. Comparison of volumetric profiles of monozygotic twins discordant for the RTT phenotype emphasized relative occipital lobe preservation in this disorder. Although relative reduction of parietal GM may be understood as a basic neuroanatomic feature of RTT, greater reduction of the anterior frontal lobe appears to be a correlate of severity in the RTT phenotype as revealed by comparisons between more and less affected groups. WM reductions were also present but were rather mild and relatively diffuse. Also in line with our hypotheses, GM volumes in parietal and frontal regions correlated negatively...
with measures of clinical severity, most notably gait abnormalities and overall clinical severity.

Our results confirm previous findings of reduced brain volume in RTT, namely global brain hypoplasia,\(^{43,44}\) preferential involvement of GM,\(^{22,24}\) and no evidence for progressive reduction of brain tissue.\(^{22,24}\) However, in contrast to earlier reports implicating predominant involvement of prefrontal, posterior frontal, and anterior temporal regions,\(^{72,24}\) our data suggest that reductions in parietal GM are the primary neuroanatomic feature of RTT, with preferential decreases in anterior frontal cortex as a secondary marker of increasing clinical severity. This discordance may be explained by 3 main possibilities. First, the present study focused on girls with confirmed MECP2 mutations, whereas earlier studies tended to include only girls with the "classic" RTT phenotype, regardless of their mutation status, which may have biased their samples to subjects with more severe clinical presentations and greater frontal and temporal involvement. Second, contrary to the measurement protocols used in previous studies, we used the pediatric adaptation of the Talairach semiautomated system, a protocol that has been validated for patients with RTT and other neurodevelopmental disorders.\(^{33,36}\) Third, whereas most neuroimaging studies have used a single analytical approach, here we applied complementary unbiased and directed methods. The present study also included a comparison between monozygotic twins discordant for the RTT phenotype, which confirmed our previous study demonstrating greater cortical involvement in the affected twin\(^{24}\) and the relative sparing of the occipital cortex in RTT reported in several neuroanatomic and neuroimaging studies.\(^{22,24,45,46}\) Neurobiologically, the preferential volumetric reductions in dorsal parietal GM found in this study support the hypothesis of early dendritic growth arrest in RTT,\(^{20,27,47-49}\) because the most affected cortical regions are among the first to develop.\(^{27,48}\) On the other hand, the mild and diffuse reductions in cortical WM are most likely related to axonal pathology (ie, decreased axonal diameter and/or branching) and not to myelination abnormalities, because no changes in T2 signal intensity or other related parameters have been observed or reported in the literature.\(^{50,51}\)

From a functional standpoint, parietal GM reductions, particularly in the dorsal parietal region and inferior parietal lobe, correspond with known deficits in RTT and generally accord with the imaging-clinical correlations observed in the present study. Although considerable emphasis has been placed on the association between frontal dysfunction and cognitive and motor deficits, parietal reductions are consistent with deficits in sequential movements and tactile information processing (including pain) that typify RTT.\(^{14,15}\) The role of the posterior dorsal parietal cortex in the regulation of ocular and limb movement via connections with the premotor cortex is relatively well established,\(^{52,53}\) and the adjacent inferior parietal lobule is implicated in tactile processing and sensorimotor integration,\(^{54}\) including hand proprioception for functional object use.\(^{35}\) Selective anterior frontal reductions in girls with more severe phenotypes may underlie greater cognitive and motor involvement in these individuals.

The time course of these abnormalities remains to be determined. Although most girls with RTT do not show major neurology delay or impairment during the first year of life, several studies have demonstrated abnormal movements and other neurobehavioral differences\(^{56,57}\) and deceleration of head growth in a significant proportion of RTT patients during the second half of the first year.\(^{20}\) Therefore, future MR imaging studies should focus on younger subjects, possibly within the first year of life, to determine whether selective parietal abnormalities are present at this stage, even before reductions in head circumference become severe.\(^{3,13,14}\) Careful manual delineation of the posterior dorsal parietal lobe, along with complementary analyses of cortical thickness and gyration, may clarify the nature of changes in this region. MR spectroscopy studies, which have already provided some evidence for metabolic impairment in the parietal and frontal lobes in RTT,\(^{55}\) also may shed some light on the cellular substrates of the neuroanatomic abnormalities reported here. It also may be elucidative to re-examine animal models of RTT to determine using similar methods whether selective cortical changes are present, though the difficulties of correlating murine and human neuroanatomy and issues of partial versus complete lack of Mecp2 expression in the mouse remain problematic.\(^{59}\) Lastly, the data presented here open the possibility of establishing neuroanatomic profiles for each MECP2 mutation, though large cohorts will undoubtedly be required.
Conclusion
This study provides evidence that, despite the predicted generalization and pronounced cortical GM involvement in RTT, there is a distinctive pattern affecting the dorsal parietal region, as demonstrated by 2 complementary MR imaging approaches. Beyond this, greater anterior frontal involvement is related to greater clinical severity, in accordance with our initial hypotheses. With further delineation of selective neuroanatomic deficits, MR imaging morphometry may eventually complement existing clinical classification of RTT and determine regions of vulnerability that respond to definitive treatments.
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